
Itinerary 

Day 1 - Monday 

Shalom and Bruchim Habaim! Welcome to Israel! Meet your 10 new Israeli peers and tour educator at 

Ben Gurion airport when you land. Start the day with a warm Israeli welcome.  

 
Drive up the coast of the Mediterranean Sea for a delicious shwarma lunch and some free time in 

Zichron Yaakov as you take you in the magnificent views and discover the greatest gelato of your life! 

 

Arrive in Tiberias at the Kibbutz Hotel. Tiberias is an Israeli city on the western shore of the Sea of 

Galilee. Its Old City holds important Jewish and Christian pilgrimage sites and a beautiful waterfront 

filled with shops and a fish market.  

Freshen up and meet the group for orientation and dinner. Take the night to relax after the long 

journey. 

 

Day 2 - Tuesday 

Boker Tov, it’s breakfast time! Fill up your plates with an authentic Israeli breakfast featuring 

shakshukah, salad buffet, scrambled eggs, various cheeses, fresh vegetables, toasted bread, and rolls. 

 

Start your day with a morning hike at Mt. Arbel scaling down the side of the mountain overlooking the 

Kinneret.  

 

Experience the places behind the news headlines at Mt. Bental, an observation point and former Israeli 
bunker between the Israeli and Syrian border. 
 
Choose from an array of places to eat in Katzrin, the capital of Golan. 

 

Taste award-winning wines from the Golan Heights Winery and witness firsthand how wine is produced, 

packaged, and shipped around the world. 

 

Spend the afternoon under the sun rafting down the Jordan river. 

 

Head back to the hotel for an amazing buffet filled with endless food options, including but not limited 

to an assortment of meat, chicken, fish, french fries, cooked vegetable dishes, make-your-own salad, 

chocolate, fruit, and pastries. 

 

Enjoy a private session with one of Israel’s world renowned cinemaphotographers, Ayelet Goldin, for a 

glimpse of Israel through film.  

 

 

Day 3 - Wednesday 

Breakfast at the Hotel 



Visit the mystical city of Tzfat through the eyes of Israeli Kabbalistic artist David Friedman, an engaging 

speaker in the birthplace of Jewish mysticism. 

Feel free to explore Tzaft during your free time — walk around cobblestone roads lined with eclectic 

artists, entertainers, street painters, and galleries. Make sure to grab some Yemenite pizza for lunch, 

and be sure to top it off with your own hand-made freshly squeezed juice or hot cider for dessert! 

Take in the sites of Mt. Meron and Sea of Galilee while hiking on the quintessential hike of the Galilee, 

Nachal Amud. 

 

Relax at Ramat Hadar hot springs — you deserve it! 

 

Enjoy a buffet-style dinner at the hotel with more options than you can imagine.  

 

Tonight, your Israeli peers are the teachers. Learn more about real life in Israel with a special surprise 

interactive activity planned by the Israeli participants. 

  

Day 4 - Thursday 
Grab some breakfast bright and early because we are heading to Jerusalem!  

Start our morning at Mount Scopus. It’s a panoramic view like no other with the entire city of Jerusalem 

right in front of your eyes. Get your cameras ready! 

Go back to the past, take in the present, and look to the future in the most famous area of Jerusalem. 

Journey through the Jewish Quarter and its changing roles from 2,000 years ago to the present day. 

Explore its shops, historical centers, and places of religion for the three major world religions: Judaism, 

Islam, and Christianity. Make a stop at the Davidson center to explore the excavations of the Old City 

from the last 2,000 years. 

Choose from diverse options to eat in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City and take the time to explore 

what the area has to offer. 

Explore the ancient streets of the Cardo where shops line the underground passageway and original 

columns stand from 1,500 years ago. 

Go underneath the city to see the full hidden layers of the Western Wall. Experience the unique 

relationship between the Temple and the Jewish people. 

Grab a quick bite to eat at the hotel buffet dinner featuring various meats and salads.  

Get the latest information on what’s really going on in the Middle East from Benji Davis, an L.A. native 
and expert on currents events in Israeli society. 
 

Day 5 - Friday, Shabbat  
Breakfast at the hotel 

 

Visit one of the Los Angeles Federation partners, New Spirit. This organization works to rejuvenate 

Jerusalem by cultivating young Jewish lay leaders through targeted projects and events. New Spirit 



works with young activists and creative young adults (ages 24-35) from Jerusalem. The young adults are 

the central elements in the city’s economic infrastructure and are leading the fight for Jerusalem’s 

pluralistic Jewish character.   

Immerse yourself in the fragrant smell of freshly baked pastries, challah, halva, baklava, and other 

mouth-savoring foods at the Israeli street market of Mahane Yehuda. Feel free to explore and grab 

some amazing lunch at places like Azura or Pasta Basta. 

Prepare for Shabbat in our new Jerusalem hotel. Dress in your finest as we get ready for the Shabbat 

experience at the Western Wall where thousands of people from different walks of life come together 

to bring in Shabbat while dancing and singing together. Enjoy a delicious homemade Shabbat dinner 

hosted in a local Jerusalem couple’s home with Shabbat of a Lifetime. 

 

Day 6 - Saturday 

Choose between a visit to local Jerusalem synagogues or just sleeping in. Optional breakfast at the hotel 

is available. Take part in a group discussion about personal Jewish identity before lunch. 

Enjoy a festive Shabbat Lunch at the hotel. 

Choose from a decadent buffet of platters of different salads, cholent (heart-warming meat stew), 

sautéed vegetables, chicken, and various desserts.  

Optional Shabbat service for those who would like to become a bar or bat mitzvah. You can choose to 

have a bar/bat mitzvah for the first or second time or take on a Hebrew name and receive a special gift 

to take back home. 

Check out the Israeli Knesset and Supreme Court as you walk over to the Israel Museum. While at the 

Museum, check out modern art, ancient Israeli artifacts, and a miniature reconstruction of ancient 

Jerusalem.  

Join your group on a walking tour of your Jerusalem neighborhood. 

Participate in a group discussion led by your staff to prepare for a visit to Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust 

Memorial Museum the next day. A light dinner before Shabbat ends will follow. 

Havdallah/Bein Kodesh L’chol — celebrate the end of Shabbat and a new week ahead in Israel. 
 
Explore Jerusalem’s nightlife at Machne Yehuda, the open market of Jerusalem. We’ll discover some of 

the amazing graffiti work of Solomon Souza on many of the market shops and taste some local food and 

drink.  

 

Day 7 - Sunday 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

 

Begin your day at Yad Vashem with a personal testimonial from a Holocaust survivor. Receive a guided 

and emotional tour through the most important museum in Israel. 



Pay respects to Israel’s fallen soldiers, prime ministers, and other individuals who shaped the land of 

Israel at Mt. Herzl — State of Israel’s National Cemetery. 

Stop for a quick lunch at Ein Kerem shopping center and then drive south to discover the desert area of 

Israel. 

Check in at your Bedouin tent experience where you will travel through the Negev desert on a camel 

with the desert sunset in the background. For dinner, you will be greeted by a Bedouin sheikh in a 

traditional Bedouin tea ceremony where you taste Bedouin tea or coffee and learn about their nomadic 

culture. Take part in a traditional Bedouin Halfa dinner with unlimited amounts of spiced rice, chicken 

and meat, handmade hummus, tehina, salads, and freshly bake pita bread. 

Take your connection to a whole new level with your group on a desert night hike and meditation 

session. It’s just you and a blanket of stars right above. Spend the rest of the night singing, playing the 

guitar, and roasting marshmallows in front of the camp fire. 

 

Day 8 - Monday 
Grab a quick bit to eat at the Bedouin tent and then hop on the bus! Let’s go hike Masada! 

Hike along unbelievable mountain views of Masada. You will reach the sites of King Herod’s palaces and 

learn about one of the most famous events in Jewish history. Afterwards, sit and relax at the Masada 

Visitor Center and take the time to eat lunch. 

 
Float in the The Dead Sea, the lowest point on earth. The extraordinarily high salt concentration in the 

Sea will leave your skin feeling like you just spent the day at the spa.  

Visit Ein Gedi nature reserve and float in the desert water oasis.  

Dinner and check-In at the hotel in Tel Aviv. This hotel features an array of cuisine choices ready to eat 

after a long day of traveling. 

 

Day 9 - Tuesday 
Visit one of the Los Angeles Federation partners, BINA — the leading organization at the intersection of 

Jewish Pluralism and Social Action in Israel. BINA strives to strengthen Israel as a democratic, pluralistic 

society by emphasizing Judaism as a culture through the Jewish value of tikkun olam (Hebrew for "repair 

of the world").  

Relive the moments in history that led to Israel’s establishment in 1948 at Independence Hall – the 

birthplace of the modern State of Israel. 

 

Roam and explore Shuk HaCarmel for lunch and get lost in the art of Nachalat Binyamin. This is THE 

place be on Tuesdays or Fridays. 

Visit Rabin Square and learn about Israel’s late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Walk through the events 

that occurred in that very square. Feel the emotions still present at this famous public city square by 

talking with the locals about the importance of that location.  



Learn about the triumphs and challenges of the start-up scene in Israel at the Taglit Innovation Center. 
 
Take in some sun as you take a dip and relax at the famous beaches of Tel Aviv. 

Tour historic Jaffa, a diverse area featuring Jewish, Christian, and Muslim sites along the Mediterranean 

Shore. Witness the difference between past and present in the port city. 

Grab dinner at Israel’s renowned Dr. Shakshukah in Jaffa. Learn from the chef himself about how he 

became known for his amazing shakshukah.  

Spend the rest of the night exploring the night life of Tel Aviv.  

 

Day 10 - Wednesday 
One last authentic Israeli breakfast, featuring an extensive salad buffet, scrambled eggs, various 

cheeses, fresh vegetables, toasted bread, and rolls. 

Explore street signs, graffiti, and stickers filled with Hebrew gems and insights into contemporary Israeli 
culture on your Tel Aviv graffiti tour.  

Grab a bite to eat at a shopping mall with various options of cafes, pizza, and sushi. 

Time to get your hands dirty at Shvil Hasalat, a blooming farm in the desert. You’ll get to pick and eat 

some of the tastiest tomatoes, carrots, cucumbers, strawberries, and more in their greenhouses and 

fields. 

Wrap up our incredible adventure with good food, awesome new friends, and memories to last forever 

at your final banquet.  

Depart to Airport 

Time to head to the airport. Bye, Israel — we will miss you and hope to come back soon! 

 


